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ASIANS IN TEXAS: AN OVE.RVIEW, 1870-1990
by Broce A. Glasrud
Although Asians settled in Texas and other southwestern states as early
as the 1860s, their numbers were limited and dispersed, Whether sojourners or
settlers, they saved, worked hard, and contributed to the cultural transfonna-
tion of the American Southwest. I Nonetheless, their status in Texas s()~iety
often has been stereotyped and frequently misunderstood when noted at all,
even by historians, Unlike the Far West, where whites perceived larger Asian
American populations as economic competitors, or during World War II, when
some Asians were considered threats to national security, in Texas sporadic
outbursts of anti-Asian sentiment were even more blatantly based on skin
color. Despite a long history of discrimination and prejudice, Asian Texans
developed viable communities in the cities, small towns, and rural areas of the
Lone Star state. Asian Texans fit well Edwin P. Hoyt's assessment in Asians in
the West that "in the story of Asians in the West there is high adventure,
tragedy, and a promise of a different kind."l
Historical accounts of Asian Texans remain scarce. The paucity of source
materials and the limited numbers present challenges to the historian that are
being met by new scholars who not only have examined Asian groups but who
have questioned the economic and social milieu which admitted so few to an
otherwise vibrant state, An investigation of Asians in Texas poses fresh oppor-
tunities, and must begin by asking questions pertaining to purpose and
method. As a starting point, why study Asian Texans? Secondly, what
theoretical constructs might be applied to understand the experience of Asians
in Texas? Thirdly, what typology is required to describe the ethnic evolution
and composition of Asians in Texas'! Next, did experiences vary among the
diverse Asian groups who settled in Texas? Fifth, during what stages (periods)
did Asians enter Texas? And, finally, what sources are available to study Asian
Texans?
In the preface to his informative study, The Japanese Texans, Thomas K.
Walls addresses questions that validate the study of Asians in Texas, "A partial
answer," notes Wall, "is that there are special reasons why the [Asian] Texan
population is so smaiL" He continues, "although few in number," Asian Texans
"deserve recognition for their contributions to the state." He argues that it is
also important to study these groups because of the relationship between Asian
Texans and their neighbors. And, he concludes, if the chain of understanding
is ever to be broken, Asians must be seen in terms that go beyond stereotypes
and misconceptions..\
A study of Asian American culture in Texas offers insighls into the
process of adaptation and assimilation, the intcrrelationships and survival
skills among minority groups and their communities, and the development of
white attitudes toward them. Provocative theories of the roles of Asians in
Texas define thcm a5> "middlemen," as "model minorities" in a state that
Bruce A G/{)srwi is Dean of the School {ifArr~ (/lui Sciences, SuI Ros,1 SllIle Un iversitv.
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disregarded minorities, or as victims of "internal-colonialism." Obviously, all
three descriptions bear a ring of truth.
Both the "middlemen" theory described by Edna Bonacich in "A Theory
of Middlemen Minorities" and the arguments James W. Loewen pre~ents in
The Mississippi Chine,'ie contend that Asians performed a function as
economic brokers by providing stores and outlets for black Americans who
were barred from white retailers.4 According to this theory, Asians emerged in
Texas as Hmiddlemen;" that is, they rose above the status of "other," usually
black, minorities and acted as an economic and social buffer between those
minorities and the white majority. The "middleman" status was precarious and
unempowered, given that the dominant white society in Texas ranked Asians
somewhere between whites and blacks. While an appealing explanation,
research does not always support conclusions drawn by "middleman" theories.
At least until the I960s, Asians in Texas either lived in rural enclaves
(Japanese) or provided more economic services to whites than to blacks or
Hispanics (Chinese).
Some scholars suggest that Asians became "model" minorities after
World War II because they were more economically and socially successful
than other minorities. A "model minority" theory is explicated in Harry H.L.
Kitano's and Stanley Sue's "The Model Minoritie~:' However, the "model
minority" perspective is criticized by prominent Asian scholars Ronald Takaki
and Bob H. Suzuki. In an interview for Teaching Tolerance, Takaki says that
"Asian Americans have not made it The pundits and the journalists. and
sociologists have created a mythology." Similarly, Suzuki, in a "revisionist
analysis" of the model minority thesis, faults the cultural determinists who use
the model minority concept and calls for "a more coherent theory and deeper
understanding of the Asian experience in American society.'"
Another theoretical construct that has been applied to the study of
American ethnic groups is Robert Blauner's concept of internal-colonialism,"
While useful for discussing some large groups such as blacks, Mexicans,
Native Americans, and even urban Asians, it seems less applicable for studies
concerning peculiar situations specific to Asian Texas. It is difficult to con-
clude that a systematic effort kept a small and rural Asian Texan population
subordinate or colonized. As various weaknesses of the above theories reveal
and as Harry H.L. Kitano persuasively argues, there is "no one model that can
encompass the diversity within." Perhaps Takaki's theory, which emphasizes a
"multicultural" view of minorities in the United States,' is most effective in
tenns of Kitano's criteria. His approach, as will be seen, applies well to the
situation of Asian Texans as well as to that of other peoples of color in the
state.
The study of ethnicity is sometimes confusing because frequently similar
terms are used interchangeably. The typology of descriptions for ethnic groups
developed by Fred R. von der Mehden in The Ethnic Groups ofHouston offers
a method for distinguishing among members of a group. According to von der
Mehden, ethnic poputations fall into four basic types: (l) the foreigner, a non-
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resident intending a stay of short duration, such as a tourist or a businessman;
(2) the immigrant, one who came to Texas intending to remain pennanently;
(3) the American ethnic, generally second and later generation residents; and
(4) the assimilated, descendants of intermarriages who do not view themselves
as part of an ethnic group.R These patterns are applicable to understanding the
emergence of the Asian community in Texas.
One complex aspect of reviewing Asians in Texas is that although
similarity of experiences are apparent among different Asian groups, the
different national1ties, languages, and cultures lead to varied historical devel-
opments. The lis.t of Asians who have migrated to Texas is ba\;ically a
compendium of peoples from all Asian nations - Chinese, East Indians,
Filipinos, Indochinese (Cambodia, Laos, Viet Nam), Japanese, Koreans, and
Thais.
Chronologically, the stages of growth and migration in Texas follow the
guide based on ideas developed by Roger Daniels in "American Historians and
East Asian Immigrants:" (I) 1870-1900, Chinese immigration, initial
Japanese; (2) 1900-1924, Chinese exclusion, Japanese immigration; (3) 1925-
1945, Asian exclusion, adjustment of Asian Texans, World War II; (4) 1945-
1970, postwar trauma, loosening of restrictions (McCarran-Walter Act, 1952),
removal of immigration restrictions in 1965, changing status; and (5) 1970-
1990, accelerated Asian immigration, increased economic presence, fall of
Tndochina.9
Sources for studying Asians in Texas are typical for the study of Southern
and Southwestern ethnic groups. Basic secondary works that show the
similarities in experience with other Southern states include Lucy M. Cohen's
thorough treatment of Chinese in the Post-Civil War South: A People Without
a History; Etta B. Peabody's "Effort of the South to Import Chinese Coolies,
1865-1870;" Robert Seta Quan's and Julian B. Roebuck's Lotus Among the
Magnolias: The Mississippi Chinese; and James W. Loewen's Mississippi
Chinese, cited earlier. 10 A smattering ofjournal articles, short monographs~ and
master's theses that explore some facet of Asian Texan history have added to
the once meager sources. These include such diverse monographs as Nancy
Farrar's The Chinese of El Paso; Kyoko Arai, Holy Dream (a biography); the
Institute of Texan Cultures, The Chinese Texans; Hyman Kublin, Asian
Revolutionary: The L{fe of Sen Katayama; Amy Elizabeth Nims, "Chinese
Life in San Antonio;" and Ken Kunihiro, "The Assimilation of the Japane~e in
the Houston Area of Texas."11 While all these studies are valuable, Edward J.
N. Rhoads' "The Chinese in Texas," Fred R. von der Mehden's The Ethnic
Groups ofHouston, and Thomas K. Walls' The Japanese Texans dominate the
study of Asians in Texas. '2
Primary sources prove more difficult to trace. While the Census Bureau's
statistical data can be helpful. one can assume that the numbers for Asians in
the state are low. Because the Census Bureau used different terms to reflect
national origin or heritage, the totals vary. Newspapers, too, are valuable. but.
white bias in news stories and few thoughtful considerations of Asian Texans
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limit even this resource. Too often, even when newspapers or magazines wrote
about Asian Texans they fostered unfavorable images. Lost sources further
complicate the difficulty of locating primary materials. For example, prior to
World War II, the Texas Japanese community published a monthly paper,
Hana Kago; but no copies remain. 13 Unfortunately, after the outbreak of World
War II, the federaJ government either confiscated and destroyed the issues or
Japanese Texans hid or eliminated them to prevent government misuse.
Other available primary sources include national, state, and local
government records such as immigration records, court decisions, state and
federal laws, and local statutes. Investigating the historical roles of Asian
Texans requires a trip to the Institute of Texan Cultures in San Antonio. The
Institute has made a rigorous effort to uncover sources for the researcher and
the staff is helpfuL Since Houston now has the largest Asian population in the
state, the Metropolitan Research Center of the Houston Public Library is
another valuable resource.
Asian immigration to Texas followed southern and western patterns.
Chinese immigrants dominated the first stage of Asian entry to the state. Soon
after the Civil War some white plantation owners brought Chinese to work in
Texas to replace recently freed black slaves. These Chinese substitutes found
plantation life no more desirable than did black laborers, and they left the
plantations for small communities in East Texas. Most Chinese arrived in
Texas with the expansion of the railroads into the state. In 1870, 250 Chinese
laborers came to Texas to work on the Houston and Texas Central Railroad. In
1881, a second contingent of approximately 2600 Chinese railroad laborers
arrived with the Southern Pacific to work in the western part of the state. Even
before the railroads were completed, some laborers sought a permanent life in
their newfound state. Many worked as fanners, and when railroad construction
slowed, the first large Chinese agricultural community developed in the
Brazos River Valley. Others settled in West Texas towns; the railroad centers
in EJ Paso and San Antonio, and smaller towns such as Toyah, Bremond, and
Calvert were the first areas with sizable Chinese populations. An historical
marker now recognizes the early settlement of Chinese in Calvert. They
became grocers, launderers, or restaurant operators who catered almost exclu-
sively to white workers. 14 Some moved to Mexico, and as Evelyn Hu-DeHart
noted in her article, ''The Chinese in Northern Mexico," they "worked hard,
lived frugally, and usually prospered. _.. They often incurred the deep
resentment of local popuJations who perceived them as unduly wealthy and
clannish."15
Most of these carly immigrants were young men, usually recruited as
unskilled contract workers. The resultant Texas Chinese community was
predominantly male and remained so well into the twentieth century. The
dearth of women meant that traditional family life virtually was non-existent,
and numerically the population stagnated. A few immigrants established
families; in EI Paso, some Chinese males married Mexican women; in Calvert
a "Black Chinese" community emerged as the resuJt of Chinese and African
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American intermarriages: and, on the rare occasion, as happened in Houston,
Chinese males married white women before the twentieth century. Nonethe-
less, community life blossomed as males congregated for social reas.ons.
While within their own culture they thrived, they remained targets of attacks
from empowered whites. Whites feared Chinese domination of certain
occupations, their race and culture, and the presence of gambling and other
questionable practices such as smuggling and opium smoking. '6 Opium
smoking especially was egregious, because, as Diana L. Ahmad points out.
"little concern was expressed when the Chinese smoked the drug, but as soon
as Anglo-Americans began indulging in the habit, the communities began
expressing concern over the morality of its citizens."11 By 1900 the total
Chinese Texan population was 836.
ASIAN POPULATION OF TEXAS*
Chinese Filipinos Indochinese Japanese Knreans
1870 25
1880 136
1890 710 3
1900 836 13
1910 95 340
1920 773 449
1930 703 519
1940 1,031 45S
1950 2,435 957
1960 4,172 4,053
1970 7,635 4,999 6,537 2,090
1980 25,461 15,952 40,000 10,502 13,772
1985 52,500
1990 34,350 31,775
-- ----- - ----- ------------ - -- ...---- - -- -- ----
*As Thomas K. Walls aptly notes, ·'U.S. Census counts, especially those retlecting national
origin or heritage, must be viewed with some reservation. 'Race,' 'country of origin.' 'foreign
born.' 'foreign stock: and 'nati.... ity· are all temlS that have been used at one time or another by the
U.S. Census to differentiate Asians and other minorities from one another. The use of sueh
ditlerent crikria has resulted in tOlals that vary according to the criteria themselve". With thib in
mind, the above (otals should be treated as 'hest guesses,' since they are, in any case, the best
information available," Walls. The Japanese Te;wns, p. 81.
Japanese, and a few Chinese migrants, entered the state during the second
stage of immigration. The Japanese who migrated to Texas differed from the
Chinese in that frequently they came with some money. were prepared to stay,
and settled in rural areas to engage In rice or truck fanning. The early Japanese
workers were not landless workers or peasants, but often younger sons. who
would not inherit the family land in their native country_ They were enticed to
emigrate to Texas by Japanese-Texas Emigration societies.'~
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At the beginning of the twentieth century, a number of Japanese-
sponsored rice colonization projects were initiated in the Lone Star state.
While most failed, a few led to permanent settlements. SeiLo Saibara, a man
with considerable influence in his home country, founded the successful
Webster colony. Saibara was born into the samurai class, a lawyer, and a
fonner member of the Japanese House of Representatives. In 1903 he
established a settlement in Harris County where he hoped to attract about
1,500 settlers, but hardships and restrictive immigration laws limited the
number to between sixty and seventy colonists. The relative success of the
Japanese migrants such a.c;; Saibara led the U.S. Immigration Commission to
include them in a laudatory manner in the Commission's report in ]911. 19
Another prominent Japanese resident of Texas, socialist writer Sen Katayama,
orchestrated an effort between 1904 and 1907 to fann rice, but his socialist
commitments frequently sent him on recruiting and speaking engagements.20
A third rice enterprise, the Kishi Colony, started as a successful rice fann by
Kichimatsu Kishi, turned to truck farming in the 1920s, and collapsed as a
result of the Depression in the 1930s. Perhaps with more presence, Saburo
Arai opened a nursery, and despite setbacks, remained in the nursery business
in Texas for forty years. 21
Even these modest Japanese successes spurred white antagonism.
Fostered by the American Legion, in 1920 potential Japanese immigrants were
stopped at the Texas/Mexican border and forced to turn around. In 1921 white
Texans followed the lead of Californians and enacted an Alien Land Law that
forbade aliens ineligible for citizenship - almost exclusively Asians - to
purchase land in "rural" Texas. It is interesting to note that Chinese in small
towns and cities were able to buy land under the specific requirements of the
law. Even this restrictive act was less damaging to Japanese Texans than its
California counterpart since it did not apply to land already held by Tex.as
residents at the time of its passage.22 The more favorable law was attributed to
the Japanese Texans uniting in a spirited protest against a harsher version.
Japanese could immigrate until 1924; Chinese, forbidden from
immigration by the Exclusion Acts, faced a different status. Three changes
affected the Chinese community during the years from 1900 to 1924: (1) some
of the males from the small communities of eastern and western Texas moved
to larger cities such as San Antonio and Houston; (2) Chinese women began
migrating to Texas, albeit in smal1 numbers; and (3) United States General
"Blackjack" Pershing brought five hundred Chinese to Texas after his mission
in Mexico against Pancho Villa. As Charles C. Cumberland points out so well
in "The Sonora Chinese and the Mexican Revolution," considerable, and
occasionally brutal, discrimination on the part of Mexican revolutlonaries
against the Chinese precipitated Pershing's alliance with the Mexican
Chinese.n These former Mexican resldents settled in San Antonio, which soon
supplanted EI Pa<;o as the predominant Texas Chinese community_~4
The third stage of Asian experience in Texas covers the years 1925, the
period dominated by the Johnson-Reed National Origins Act of 1924, through
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1945, and culminates with the end of the Second World War. During this stage
of Asian Texan history, laws excluded them from immigrating to the United
States but existing residents began to assume new Toles and to encourage
participation in Texas communities. In Texas a gradual increase of Chinese
women diluted the previously almost all-male population. As Edward Rhoads
recently indicated, as a result "a normal conjugal family society" emerged
among Chinese Texans late in the 1920s and in the 19308.25 Occupational
patterns diversified, and fewer Chinese went into the traditional laundry
business. Also, Texas-born Chinese began to make their presence felt, but
continued discrimination did not change. Many Chinese found it diflicult to
own land because of their alien status, and they were kept from public
swimming pools and other facilities. Yet during this time the Chinese
community in Texas matured, forming commercial, family, and political
associations and making fonnal efforts to maintain ties with China. By 1930,
there were still only 703 Chinese residents in Texas, including the Pershing
Chinese. Since most Chinese Texans came from Canton. by 1940 the primary
Chinese language spoken in the state was Cantonese. 26
By 1925, the Texas Alien Land Law, a decline in rice cultivation, and the
National Origins Act plagued Japanese Texans and prevented extensive growth
of the community. Duri ng the remainder of the I920s and 193050 they remained
mainly agricultural. One third lived in Harris County, almost one half were
women, and by 1940 sixty per cent were nisei (second generation). Japanese
occupations included owning nursery stores, engaging in truck fanning, and
owning and managing restaurants. The decline of rice farming, which was a
cooperative venture, generally meant a dispersal of the Japanese to more
individually based agricultural pursuits or led others to El Paso, Houston, and
San Antonio, as it did the Chinese 17 The arrival of children to the Japanese
generally reinforced an attachment to the newly established local
communities.
Since this stage of Texas history includes World War II, it is important to
note that while it proved a disaster for Japanese Texans, it allowed more
opportunities for Chinese Texans and ended with additional immigration of
Asian Americans. When the United States entered World War II in 194I and
China became an ally of the United States. restrictions on Chinese
immigration were relaxed with the repeal of the Exclusion Acts in 1943.
During the war the number of Chinese in Texas doubled. But many Japanese
Texans, as residents of the southern military defense zone, were arrested
immediately after the outbreak of the war and sent to harsh internment camps,
not to the Relocation centers where the majority of West Coast Japanese were
incarcerated. The Texas Japanese population was augmented further when the
United States government pressured Peru and other Latin American nations to
force Japanese citizens to relocate to Texas internment camps such as the one
at Crystal City. As San Franciscan Edison Uno later remarked, "housing
accommodations for the Crystal City •overflow, were awful."2S Texas, along
with other Western states, had played host to one of the most outrageous
violations of a group's constitutional rights in the history of the United States.l~
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From 1945 to 1970, as a result of loosening immigration and citizenship
restrictions of the McCarran-Walter Act and the Immigration Act of 1965,30 the
Asian population in Texas surpassed that of the wartime years. While the San
Antonio Chinese community declined in the postwar period, a large new group
of Chinese entered Texas because of the repeal of exclusion laws in 1943.
Thus, between 1950 and 1970 the Chinese Texan population tripled. By 1965,
there were more than 2,500 Chinese in Houston, which became the new center
of Chinese activity in Texas; by 1970, forty eight per cent of the Chinese in
Texas lived in Harris County. Some of the more recent Chinese migrants came
from neighboring Southern states, and in Houston they established businesses
in black neighborhoods much as they had in their former homes; thus they
were serving as "middlemen."-~I
Two distinct Chinese Texas communities emerged and reduced the
homogeneity that distinguished the prewar Chinese community: first, those
from old-stock, peasant culture 1n China, who arrived as unskilled laborers.
Their American-born descendants, when speaking Chinese, spoke Cantonese;
"in short," as Edward Rhoads noted, "they were the Chinese who up until then
had been synonymous with the Chinese in America."·12 The second group
consisted of post-World War II immigrants who generally spoke Mandarin and
who were products of a more elite Chinese culture. Chinese Texans during
these years began participating in the larger political and social community -
since they no longer found themselves excluded from citizenship - and in
1964 San Antonio residents elected Tom 1. Lee as the first person with a
Chinese heritage to the state House of Representatives. Significant
developments also included new births and new immigration, which brought
the sex ratio to parity, and changes in Texas Chinese relationships with China;
after decades of close ties, they were now "ca'\t adrift," as Rhoads pointed
out.B
The ending of World War II and the closing of the internment camps
caused a few Japanese internees to remain in Texas, and others from elsewhere
in the country moved to Texas for a new start. By 1970, the Japanese Texan
population stood at 6,537. After World War II an increasing number of
Japanese Texans moved to the cities.34 Japanese successfuIJy worked to
overcome the wartime stigma, and as a result became known by some as a
"model minority." However, as Japanese youth argued so persuasively in the
19605, they dld not consider themselves to he model minorities. They had
problems also. Education provided a significant means for the Japanese Texan
community to mature. Despite these postwar opportunities in the state, many
Japanese Texans faced extensive discrimination and prejudice.35
Two other Asian groups who arrived in Texas during and/or after World
War TI were Filipinos and Koreans. By 1970 the Filipino population in the
state stood at 4,999, many of whom came as brides of serv1cemen. Despite that
number, not much has been written about them. Jim Harris' "Filipino Beliefs
and Customs" is a valuable start1ng point for the study of Filipino Texans. To
add to the ethnic spirit of that city, Filipinos in San Antonio celebrate their
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heritage with a Philippine Fiesta. Koreans, who arrived as early as 1905 but
were sometimes counted as Japanese by the Census Bureau, numbered 2,090
in 1970. As a result of the Korean War. many of them also arrived in Texas as
brides of servicemen. _lb
After 1970, following the prior removal of federal racial and ethnic
immigration restrictions, Asians immigrated to Texas in increased numbers.
Over the next two decades this immigration, together with peoples of color
already in the state - including African Americans and Hispanics - led to a
diverse and multicultural Texas society. Most Chinese immigrants continued
to reside in Houston, which overshadowed San Antonio as the largest and most
influential Texas Chinese community; by 1980 more than one half the Chinese
in Texas resided in Hanis County, During this same period, although the
Japanese population has not increased as dramatically, natural birth rates.
migration from other states, and new immigration from Japan - in the latter
group especially educators and businessmen - augmented the Japanese Texas
community.3? In addition to Chinese and Japanese residents, immigrants from
Korea, India, and the Philippines sought opportunities in Texas. Unlike earlier
Chinese and Japanese ~ettlers, immigrants from those nations often arrived as
professionals or as students. By 1990 over 31,000 Koreans, located principally
in Dallas and Harris counties, could be classified as belonging to one of three
groups: wives of servicemen; small business entrepreneurs; and professionals.
Koreans held two additional characteristics: women outnumbered men three to
two, and the Korean Associates facilitated a continuation of cultural values and
support of individuals. 3&
As mentioned, in this stage of Texas' ethnic history, the population grew
steadily with the arrival of new immigrants from Asia. An increasing number
of people immigrated to Texas from Indochina - Viet Nam, Laos, and
Cambodia - as a result of nationalist-led victories in those lands. There have
been three distinct surges of recent Indochinese migration, each reflecting
differing circumstances in the homeland and each exhibiting variations in the
type of immigrant. The first and smallest wave consisted of those who came to
the state before the fall of Saigon in 1975. The collapse of anti-communist
governments signaled the next major increase of refugees from Indochina. The
final and most significant wave that began late in 1977 differed from the first
two in many ways. The newest refugees were poor and turned to a traditional
way of living by fishing on the Texas Gulf Coast, thereby incurring the wrath
of white fishennen and sparking renewed membership in the Texas Ku Klux
Klan, which harassed the fishermen in sporadic and sometimes nationally
publicized incidents. The Indochinese migration to Texas, and especially to
Houston, dwarted the numbers of earlier Asian immigrants. From fewer than
100 settlers before 1975, approximately 5,000 were residents by 1977. By
1980 the numbers increased to 20,000 and by 1983 to almost 50,000.")
By the 1980s, the earliest Asian arrivals in Texas, the Chinese and
Japanese, mostly concentrated in Dallas, El Paso, Houston. and San Antonio.
The Japanese consist of three groups: (1) temporary residents - businessmen,
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government officials, students, and tourists; (2) the progeny of those who came
in the first half of the century~ and (3) those who have taken up permanent
residence since World War II. The Chinese community is not quite as diverse;
two segments of the community are the descendants of the first arrivals,
principally Cantonese, and the more recent arrivals who speak Mandarin.
Three interlocking elements of Chinese culture remain, however, as a
foundation of community life: (1) the role of the family; (2) the desire for
education; and (3) a strong achievement motivation. Among the children of
Chinese and Japanese Texans, many attend college and then leave the state; for
Koreans, Filipinos, and East Indians, loneliness and frustration sometimes are
a part of their life, but few leave~ and for Southeast Asian refugees, life at first
in Texas is bleak. But, their children are also completing high school and
entering Texas colleges. Whether most leave after completing their education
is a question of import to the future well-being of the state.40
Varied experiences mark the history of Asian Texans and continue to
influence the current generation. As Fred R. von der Mchden stated, "they
(ethnic groups) generally seek a plural society, basically American in its
values, but accepting and sustaining cultural heterogeneity."41 Perhaps one
measure of adaptation for Asian Texans is their roles in popular fiction. By that
measure, Asian Texans have reached a point of assimilation into Texas culture
that remains, for many Texans, a bit apart. Mark Shigata, a Japanese Texan, is
the lead character (fictional police chief of Bayport) in a series of detective
stories written by Anne Wingate.41 However, other Asian Texans face poverty
and are threatened by the Ku Klux Klan and other forms of discrimination. But
Texas society, especially in the urban areas, is being invigorated by these
varied ethnic groups.
In a poll taken on August 15, 1999, Texans were asked what made Texas
so great. The most frequent answer was "its people."H And well it ought; one
of the fascinating and intriguing aspects of Texas a, it moves into the twenty-
first century is that despite formidable opposition Texas has become one of the
most diverse states in the nation, and that diversity is one of its great strengths.
On the other hand, the poll indicated that a few white Texans listed "minority
populatIons" as the number one problem in Texas. Overall, the Asian
Americans who have resided in Texas for more than a century have helped
Texas and Texans become a multicultural society in which multiculturalism is
appreciated, taught, and encouraged.
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